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In light of the recent controversy surrounding its heat of formation, CF2O was reexamined by
photoionization mass spectrometry. In particular, the CO1 fragment ion yield curve from CF2O was
interpreted in terms of a retarded CO11F2 process, and a more facile two-step fragmentation to
CO112F. The former process produces a weak, slowly growing tail region without a clear onset,
while the latter occurs at higher energy and causes a pronounced growth with a conspicuous onset,
which was found to occur at<20.8710.03/20.07 eV at 0 K by fitting with a model curve that
incorporates ‘‘fluctuations’’ associated with second-generation fragments. This onset leads to
DHf

°
298~CF2O! > 2149.111.4/20.7 kcal/mol, and indicates that the older experimental values for

this quantity are too low by at least 3–4 kcal/mol. While the F2 elimination is retarded by
competition with lower energy processes, the two-step process derives its strength from the FCO1

fragment, which assumes the role of a pseudoparent. Thus, the onset of CO112F is expected to
appear reasonably close to the thermochemical threshold. Such an interpretation indicates that
recently calculatedab initio values of2145.361.7 kcal/mol and2145.661.0 kcal/mol are very
likely too high by 3–4 kcal/mol. In addition, the adiabatic ionization potential of CF2O was refined
to 13.02460.004 eV, while the 0 K appearance potential of the FCO1 fragment was found by fitting
to be<14.75260.005 eV. Together with the suggested value forDHf

°(CF2O), these two onsets lead
to DHf

°
298(CF2O

1) 5 151.211.4/20.7 kcal/mol and DHf
°
298(FCO

1) 5 173.511.4/20.7 kcal/mol.
© 1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~96!00846-X#

I. INTRODUCTION

The apparently well-established JANAF value1 for the
heat of formation of CF2O,DHf

°
298(CF2O) 5 2152.76 0.4

kcal/mol, ~2152.060.4 kcal/mol at 0 K! has recently been
challenged byab initio calculations, which claim that the
tabulated value is too low by at least 6, and perhaps as much
as 8 kcal/mol. Using the isodesmic reaction

CF2O1CH4→CH2O1CH2F2. ~1!

Montgomeryet al.2 obtainedDHf
°
0(CF2O) 5 2143.7 kcal/

mol from G2 theory3 and 2144.8 kcal/mol from
CBS-QCI/APNO.4 With the addition of an error bar of61
kcal/mol, and after correction to 298 K, the latter result be-
comes their2 suggested new heat of formation of CF2O,
2145.6 kcal/mol, higher by 7.2 kcal/mol than the JANAF
value. Following up on this rather surprising result,
Schneider and Wallington5 performed additional calculations
using an approach closely resembling the G2~MP2! method.6

They reexamined reaction~1! and obtained an even higher
value of2143.6 kcal/mol for the heat of formation of CF2O
at 298 K. However, after taking into account the results
based on two additional isogyric reaction schemes and the
previous results by Montgomeryet al.,2 Schneider and
Wallington5 end up selectingDHf

°
298(CF2O)52145.361.7

kcal/mol. This is, apart from the error bar, practically iden-
tical to the value suggested by Montgomeryet al.2

As further evidence that their inference is correct,
Schneider and Wallington5 show that the introduction of this
new higher value for the heat of formation of CF2O appears
to partly reconcile discrepancies between the calculated and
experimentally derived heats of formation of CF3O and

CF3OOCF3. To reiterate briefly, Bat and Walsh7 cite a num-
ber of experimental results which can be consolidated into
DHr

°
298(2) 5 46.86 0.5 kcal/mol andDHr

°
298(3) 5 21.7

6 0.9 kcal/mol for the following reactions:

CF3OOCF3→2CF3O, ~2!

CF3O→CF2O1F. ~3!

Introducing the JANAF value1 for DHf
°
298(CF2O)

52152.760.4 kcal/mol leads toDHf
°
298(CF3O)52155.4

6 1.0 and DHf
°
298(CF3OOCF3)52357.661.1 kcal/mol.

The valueDHf
°
298(CF3O)52149.26 2.0 kcal/mol recom-

mended on the basis of calculations8 is about 6 kcal/mol
higher than the experimentally derived value. This discrep-
ancy seems to be very similar to that observed for CF2O. The
theoretical ‘‘estimate’’8 for DHf

°
298(CF3OOCF3) 5 2342.8

6 2.7 kcal/mol, later quoted5 as2346.9 kcal/mol, is not re-
ally based on an independent calculation. Rather, it is de-
rived by combining one or the other of the calculated values
for DHf

°~CF3O! with the experimentalDHr
°(2) given above.

It is thus not surprising that it differs from the purely experi-
mental value by roughly twice the discrepancy encountered
for CF2O or CF3O. However, instead of using the JANAF1

value forDHf
°
298(CF2O), Schneider and Wallington5 derive

pseudoexperimental quantities by combiningDHf
°
298~2! and

DHf
°
298~3! with their suggested theoretical value of2145.3

61.7 kcal/mol, which is 7.4 kcal/mol higher than the JANAF
value. With this approach they obtainDHf

°
298~CF3O!

52148.061.9 kcal/mol and DHf
°
298~CF3OOCF3!

52342.862.7 kcal/mol. These values are, of course, higher
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than the straightforward experimental values by exactly 7.4
and 14.8 kcal/mol, which brings them into significantly bet-
ter agreement with theoretical values.

Given the deservedly good reputation of G2 and similar
theories, the theoretical inferences by Montgomeryet al.2

and by Schneider and Wallington5 would seem to provide
strong evidence that the JANAF1 value for the heat of for-
mation of CF2O is indeed too low by 7 to 8 kcal/mol. The
tabulated value is essentially based on measurements by von
Wartenberg and Riteris,9 who determined the enthalpy of
hydrolysis of CF2O and reported226.760.2 kcal/mol for
the reaction

CF2O~g!1H2O~ l !→CO2~g!12HF•300H2O. ~4!

When combined with JANAF’s own values for
DHf

°
298~CO2!5294.05260.011 kcal/mol and

DHf
°
298~HF•300H2O! 5276.84 kcal/mol, this yields the se-

lectedDHf
°
298~CF2O!52152.760.4 kcal/mol. As support-

ing evidence, JANAF also quotes the results by Ruff and
Li,10 who measured the gas-phase equilibrium

2CF2O
CO21CF4 ~5!

in the temperature range 573–1473 K. Subsequently, their
data were very carefully analyzed by Stullet al.,11 who ex-
cluded the three points at lower temperatures~taken with a
nickel catalyst! on the grounds that true equilibrium may not
have been reached, and who then used an average of the five
higher-temperature points~taken with a Pt catalyst! to derive
DHr

°
298~5!521263 kcal/mol from a Third Law approach.

With JANAF’s DHf
°
298~CF4!52223.060.3 kcal/mol, this

leads toDHf
°
298~CF2O!52152.563.3 kcal/mol, in excellent

agreement with the hydrolysis result, albeit with a larger er-
ror bar.

The compilation of Gurvichet al.12 provides a more ex-
haustive analysis of experimental determinations of
DHf

°
298~CF2O!. These authors present a table with an assort-

ment of reinterpreted values that ‘‘coincide within the uncer-
tainty limits.’’ In particular, they obtain2153.061.2 kcal/
mol from the hydrolysis experiment,9 and2152.561.4 kcal/
mol from the Third Law analysis of the five high-
temperature points of Ruff and Li.10 They also list the new
equilibrium study by Amphlettet al.,13 which yields2153.7
62.4 kcal/mol by Third Law analysis, a calorimetric mea-
surement by Duus14 giving 2153 kcal/mol, and a Russian
measurement15 by the explosion method in a spherical bomb,
reinterpreted to yield215562 kcal/mol. For the sake of
completeness, Gurvichet al.12 also list the Second Law
analysis of the equilibrium measurements, which unfortu-
nately produces only very coarse values of2160625 and
2175612 kcal/mol. These are, however, ignored in the final
analysis, and Gurvichet al.12 settle for an average value of
DHf

°
298~CF2O!52153.061.2 kcal/mol, which coincides

with their interpretation of the hydrolysis result.
At this point, it seems to be rather clear that the experi-

mental and calculated heats of formation of CF2O differ by
roughly 7 kcal/mol and that the discrepancy is not easily
reconciled. Several scenarios are possible:

(a) The experimental determinations ofDHf
°~CF2O! are

wrong. Each of the experimental determinations considered
by the tabulations1,12 has some weak point. For example, the
hydrolysis measurement9 can be relatively easily criticized
on the grounds that the final state is uncertain. The determi-
nations by explosion in a spherical bomb15 and by
calorimetry14 are subject to a similar, albeit milder criticism.
The gas phase equilibrium experiments10,13 originally con-
tained low-temperature points which had to be excluded
from the analysis because equilibrium was not reached
within the time frame of the experiment.11,12 This severely
restricts the investigated temperature range, and, together
with the scatter in the points, makes Second Law determina-
tions very uncertain.12 Third Law analysis, on the other hand,
puts stricter demands on absolute values of equilibrium con-
stants. Additionally, there have been some questions whether
a complete equilibrium has been reached even at the higher
temperatures.12 However, in spite of all the individual criti-
cisms, it does not seem very likely that all measurements are
in error by a similar amount. Thus, when taken together, the
experimental determinations considered by the tabulations
appear to constitute a nontrivial body of evidence suggesting
that the correct value forDHf

°
298~CF2O! is between2152

and2154 kcal/mol.
(b) The calculated heats of formation are in error and/or

their quoted error bars are too small.Although G2 and simi-
lar theories have demonstrated a very good track record for
small organic compounds, it is not clear at all how accurate
they are for fluorine-containing molecules. In fact, until
proven otherwise, one can speculate that the calculated heats
of formation can deviate significantly, and perhaps even sys-
tematically, when several fluorine atoms are present in the
same molecule. The fact that the calculated values are higher
than the experimental values by similar amounts for both
DHf

°~CF2O! andDHf
°~CF3O! may be interpreted as an indi-

cation of a systematic error. The hypothesis of systematic
deviation for compounds rich in fluorine is currently being
tested by Curtisset al.16 The rationale for this supposition
lies in the fact that G2 and similarab initio theories are best
suited for describing molecules with predominantly covalent
bonds. Fluorine, with its extreme electronegativity, hardly
fits such a description. However, even if no evidence for
systematic deviation is found, one can rather safely state that
the error bars quoted by Montgomeryet al.2 ~61 kcal/mol!
and Schneider and Wallington5 ~61.7 kcal/mol! are on the
optimistic side. Such tight uncertainties have been tradition-
ally quoted for simple organic compounds with two
‘‘heavy’’ ~i.e., nonhydrogen! atoms. For these types of mol-
ecules it has been found empirically that the calculated and
experimental values usually agree within 1 kcal/mol. How-
ever, this level of accuracy has yet to be demonstrated for
highly fluorinated compounds, and a simple transfer of error
bars from nonfluorinated compounds seems unwarranted at
this point.

(c) The accepted heats of formation for most fluorinated
compounds are too low by several kcal/mol.This is really the
initial part of argument~b! in reverse and is a nightmare to
compilers of thermodynamic tables. In a nutshell, thermody-
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namic tables are collections of evaluated cross links between
heats of formation of interrelated compounds. In particular,
the heats of formation for most fluorinated compounds are
pegged to other fluorinated compounds and are thus interde-
pendent. One glimpse of these intricacies has been given
earlier in this section, when it became apparent that both
DHf

°~CF3O! and DHf
°~CF3OOCF3! depend onDHf

°~CF2O!.
One can easily imagine a situation where the relative values
of heats of formation are more or less correctly established,
but an error in one of the key values propagates throughout
the table and causes the absolute values of a whole group of
related compounds to be systematically off. However, this
source of error can be dismissed in the case of
DHf

°~CF2O!. Most experiments considered by the tabulations
peg CF2O either to aqueous HF~hydrolysis! or to CF4 ~gas
phase equilibria and the explosion method!. Although
JANAF1 uses the superseded12,17 value forDHf

°~HF,g!, the
discrepancy~0.18 kcal/mol! is too small to be relevant in this
discussion. The suggested JANAF value1 for
DHf

°
298~CF4!52223.060.3 kcal/mol is produced by a si-

multaneous least-squares fit of 23 observations interrelating
the heats of formation of seven fluorinated compounds, in-
cluding HF~g! and HF~aq!. However, as JANAF points out,
this value is identical to that obtained directly by Greenberg
and Hubbard,18 who performed a very accurate study of the
combustion of graphite in fluorine and obtained2223.04
60.18 kcal/mol. The latter value is also selected by Gurvich
et al.,12 who list a number of individual experiments that
arrive at the same value. Therefore, one can conclude that
DHf

°~CF4! is firmly established, and that it rigidly anchors
the thermodynamic scale for other fluorinated compounds.

Thus, of the three scenarios presented, only~a! and/or
~b! seem likely. Obviously, additional and independent ex-
perimental verifications ofDHf

°~CF2O! are needed at this
point. In this paper we try to shed more light on the issue by
applying photoionization mass spectrometry techniques, with
the aim of finding additional support either for the theoretical
‘‘high’’ or experimental ‘‘low’’ value for DHf

°~CF2O!.
CF2O has been recently examined by photoionization by

Buckley et al.19 However, these researchers were interested
only in the threshold regions of the parent CF2O

1 and frag-
ment FCO1 ion, and they did not attempt to determine
DHf

°~CF2O! independently. In fact, Buckleyet al. use the
calculatedDHf

°~CF2O! as a starting point to derive other
thermodynamic quantities. In the conclusion of their paper,
they cautiously qualify their choice by stating that ‘‘the cal-
culated value forDHf

°
298~CF2O! was used because of defi-

ciencies in reported experimental values; however, the
‘high,’ calculated results clearly needs to be verified by ex-
perimental measurement.’’

The general approach in obtaining heats of formation by
photoionization mass spectrometry is through measurements
of fragment appearance potentials~APs!. CF2O is a very
small molecule, and it has very few fragments. The two most
obvious fragments, FCO1 and CF2

1 , are not very useful for
our purpose, because their heats of formation are either not
known independently or are not known accurately enough.
Furthermore, as we shall demonstrate, CF2

1 does not have a

thermochemically significant threshold. The CO1 fragment
presents, at least in principle, a possibility, if one could work
around the pitfalls usually associated with higher energy
fragments. As we shall show in this paper, it is possible to do
so in the case of CF2O, and, propitiously, the approach leads
to a reasonable result.

II. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The photoionization apparatus utilized in this study is a
reconstruction of an earlier machine, and it consists essen-
tially of a 3 m vacuum-ultraviolet~VUV ! normal-incidence
monochromator ~McPherson! mated to an experimental
chamber which accommodates an ionization region, ion op-
tics, a quadrupole mass spectrometer, and a light detector.
The experiments described here utilized the He light source,
which generates a smooth Hopfield continuum covering
roughly the region between 600 and 1000 Å. The nominal
photon resolution was kept at 0.82 Å~FWHM! throughout
the experiments. The wavelength scale was accurately cali-
brated by internal standards consisting of sparse atomic im-
purity lines belonging to NeI, N II , and HI and appearing in
our light spectrum. The mass-selected ions were pulse
counted, while the light intensity was concomitantly re-
corded by monitoring the fluorescence of a sodium-
salicylate-coated window by an external photomultiplier.

Several different samples of carbonyl fluoride were used
in these experiments. A commercial product, declared to be
of technical purity~85% min.!, was obtained from PCR and
was found to contain large amounts of CO2 and CF4. This
sample was used only to produce the overview scans of the
parent CF2O

1 ion and the FCO1 fragment. Most of the other
measurements were performed using homemade samples of
CF2O, which contained no detectable impurities. These
samples were synthesized by passing pure CO through a col-
umn of AgF2 attached to a metal vacuum line.20 The result-
ing CF2O product was trapped in a U-tube cooled with liquid
nitrogen and transferred to a Monel pressure vessel for stor-
age. These homemade CF2O samples were introduced into
the instrument from an acetone/dry ice bath, which suitably
reduced the container pressure and allowed the sample flow
to be controlled by a simple in-line needle valve. In order to
increase sensitivity and avoid interference from background
N2

1 , which appears at the samem/e528 as12CO1, the final
measurements of the CO1 fragment were performed with
13CF2O samples, which were synthesized from13CO in the
same manner as the samples of normal isotopic composition.
The CO,13CO, and AgF2 used in the synthesis were of com-
mercial origin~Aldrich!.

III. RESULTS

A. Overview and parent ionization

The mass spectrum of CF2O observed at the HeI reso-
nance line~584.33 Å[21.218 eV! is listed in Table I. Al-
though the relative intensities are somewhat distorted by the
inherent mass discrimination function of the quadrupole
mass spectrometer, the tabulation provides a good guide to
the relative importance of various fragmentation channels.
As one can readily see, the FCO1 fragment is the dominant
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species at 21 eV, nearly three times more abundant than the
parent. The next most intense fragment, CO1, is about 1/7th
the parent intensity, followed by CF2

1 , which is weaker
roughly by another factor of 2.

Figure 1 shows an overview of the photoion yield curves
of the parent CF2O

1 and its fragments and covers the region
between the ionization threshold at;950 Å and the shortest
explored wavelength,;580 Å. The relative intensities of the
ion yield curves are meaningful, apart from the quadrupole
discrimination factors. As one can see, between the ioniza-
tion threshold and;740 Å, the parent CF2O

1 is the domi-
nant ion. In contrast to the analogous CH2O and CH2S,

21,22

both of which display an abrupt ionization onset followed by
a long plateau, the threshold region of CF2O is conspicu-
ously rounded, clearly indicating an extended Franck–
Condon envelope. Upon further magnification~Fig. 2!, one
clearly sees a series of rounded steps with superimposed

small autoionizing peaks. In the first approximation, the un-
derlying step structure should closely resemble an integral
over the vibrational peaks in a photoelectron spectrum. In
their acclaimed paper on perfluoro effect in photoelectron
spectroscopy, Brundleet al.23 studied,inter alia, CF2O. In
their analysis of the high resolution spectrum of the first
band, they conclude that the transition ‘‘is very nonvertical
and displays a long vibrational progression~at least five
members! of 1550 cm21 built upon the origin and upon a
single quantum of 530 cm21.’’ They assign the 1550 cm21

progression ton1 ~C–O stretch!, and the 530 cm21 ‘‘possi-
bly’’ to n3 ~F–C–Fbend!.

Although slightly confused by the presence of small in-
truding autoionizing peaks~e.g., at 950.060.5, 946.960.5,
944.860.5, 940.560.5, 938.460.5, 935.660.5, 933.760.5,
930.860.5, 928.760.5, 926.860.5, 924.760.5, 921.860.5
Å, etc.!, the positions of the midrises of steps in the photo-
ionization spectrum in Fig. 2 correlate very well with the
vibrational peaks of the first band in the photoelectron spec-
trum of Brundleet al.Thus the main progression inn1 can be
observed at 952.060.3, 937.860.5, 924.560.5, 911.760.7,
and 89961 Å, which, with a hint of anharmonicity, results in
an average spacing forn1 of 1540650 cm21. The position of
the steps of the secondary progression inn1, which is dis-
placed from the origin by one quantum ofn3, are even more
confused by the superimposed autoionization. Nominally,
they appear to be centered at 947.060.5, 932.460.5, 918.9
60.7, and 906.061.2 Å. The structural features of the
threshold region reported here agree reasonably well with the

TABLE I. Photoionization mass spectrum of CF2O at 584.3 Å[21.218 eV.
The intensities are not corrected for the quadrupole mass discrimination
function. The listedm/e ratios are those corresponding to a sample with
natural isotopic composition, although some masses~such as CO1! were
obtained from a13CF2O sample.

m/e Species Relative intensity

66 CF2O
1 35.2

50 CF2
1 2.9

47 FCO1 100.0
31 CF1 ,0.1
28 CO1 5.2

FIG. 1. An overview of the photoion yield curves of CF2O
1, FCO1, CF2

1 , and CO1 between 580 Å and the ionization threshold. The relative abundances of
all species are correctly depicted in the figure, apart from quadrupole transmission factors.
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findings of Buckleyet al.,19 with the exception that in their
case the autoionizing features seem to be curiously less pro-
nounced, in spite of the fact that their reported nominal spec-
tral resolution~0.7 Å! is similar to ours~0.8 Å!.

Of particular interest is the midrise of the first step,
which occurs at 952.060.3 Å[13.02460.004 eV and repre-
sents the adiabatic IP~ionization potential! of CF2O. The
precise determination of this value has to take into account
the fact that there is a small autoionizing peak~at about
950.1 Å! situated close to the top of the underlying step that
corresponds to direct ionization. The adiabatic IP derived
here is in excellent agreement with the results of Brundle
et al.,23 who reported 13.0260.01 eV, and is in reasonable
agreement with the photoelectron study by Thomas and
Thompson,24 who reported 13.04 eV. It is also in apparent
agreement with the compilation of Liaset al.,25 who list
13.03 eV without stating the source; their value is presum-
ably the arithmetic average of values reported by Brundle
et al.23 and by Thomas and Thompson,24 rather than an in-
dependent determination. Our value is also in good agree-
ment with the previous photoionization study,19 which re-
ported 13.03760.020 eV.

Beyond the threshold region, the parent ion yield curve
displays prominent autoionizing structure corresponding to
several Rydberg states converging to one of the excited elec-
tronic states of CF2O

1. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the structure
appears as three broad peaks, with a series of superimposed
smaller peaks. The vertical transitions of the two features at
lower energy are at about 845–850 and;800 Å, respec-
tively. The third feature is suggestive of at least two overlap-
ping states, one of lower intensity at;775 Å, and one of
higher intensity at;765 Å. Essentially, there are only two
possible candidates for convergence limits of these Rydberg
states: one is the second excited state of CF2O

1, whose ver-
tical IP was found23 to be 16.6 eV; the other is the next
feature in the photoelectron spectrum,23 corresponding to a
composite of several states, but with an apparently well-
defined vertical IP of 17.2 eV. In the photoelectron spectrum,
both features have the general shape of a broad peak with
partly resolved vibrational substructure near the apex. Al-
though the three features in the CF2O

1 yield curve are most
probably a superposition of various Rydberg states converg-
ing to both limits, the interpretation in terms of the 17.2 eV
limit is particularly facile. Such a choice would suggest that
the first feature is a 3p Rydberg, on the grounds of its quan-
tum defectd'0.70, which is characteristic of an atomic ‘‘p’’
quantum defect for oxygen~0.710! and/or fluorine~0.752!.26

The second feature is then a 4s Rydberg, withd'1.17, very
close to the expected value for an atomic ‘‘s’’ quantum de-
fect in oxygen~1.142! and/or fluorine~1.201!.26 The vertical
transitions of the subsequent members, 4p and 5s, can be
extrapolated by increasing then* values by 1, which leads to
;775 and;760 Å, respectively, and explains the origin of
the ‘‘composite’’ third feature in the spectrum. There is also
a hint of structure at;753 and;746 Å, which would cor-
respond to the 5p and 6smembers. This assignment parallels
the findings in CH2O,

21 for which several vibrational mem-
bers ofns andnp Rydberg states converging to the first and
second excited states of the ion were identified and carried
quantum defects of;1.1 and;0.8, characteristic of oxygen.

B. FCO1 and CF2
1 fragments

The first fragment in the photoionization spectrum of
CF2O is FCO1. A reflection of the autoionizing structure
discussed above is clearly discernible in the FCO1 fragment
yield curve. The appearance of autoionizing structure in a
fragment yield curve is not an extremely common phenom-
enon, and it qualitatively signifies that the fragmentation pro-
cess in question is very competitive. In fact, as the energy
increases, the partial cross section shifts so rapidly from the
parent to the fragment that FCO1 becomes the dominant
species beyond;740 Å.

The threshold region of FCO1, Fig. 3~a!, is manifestly
non-linear and displays a series of steplike features, which
assume a normal peaklike shape at higher energy. The first
three features are centered at;841.360.5,;837.960.5, and
;834.260.5 Å. They are really autoionization peaks that
appear as steps because they are superimposed upon the un-
derlying direct ionization, which exhibits a very sloping be-

FIG. 2. The expanded threshold region of the CF2O
1 curve from CF2O,

covering~a! 900 to 970 Å and~b! 930 to 965 Å. The photoion yield curve
displays a series of rounded steps with superimposed autoionizing peaks.
The underlying step structure reflects the Franck–Condon factors for direct
ionization and correlates very well with the vibrational peaks of the first
band in the photoelectron spectrum of Ref. 23. The midrise of the first step,
at 952.060.3 Å[13.02460.004 eV, corresponds to the adiabatic IP of
CF2O.
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havior near threshold. One should thus not be tempted to
correlate these features with the vibrational levels of the first
excited state of CF2O

1, which can be seen in the photoelec-
tron spectrum as a well developed progression of 1450 cm21

~n1!, with one quantum of ‘‘either 970 or ca. 500 cm21.’’ 23

The spacing between these features is;500650 cm21 and
correlates very well with the vibrational structure of the
Rydberg state centered at;845–850 Å in the parent curve
@Fig. 3~b!#. In fact, a comparison of Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! sug-
gests that the vibrational progression of the Rydberg state
simply shifts its intensity from the parent to the FCO1 frag-
ment in the neighborhood of the fragmentation threshold.

Figure 3~c! shows a fit to the lowest-energy steplike fea-
ture of the threshold region. The general model and the ap-
proach are rather similar to those used previously,27 but the
expressions utilized here are slightly more general~see the
Appendix!. In order to capture the curvature of the first step-
like feature, the fit uses a curving kernel of the form
$12exp@2B(hn2ET)#%, wherehn is the photon energy and
ET is the fragmentation threshold. The kernel is convoluted
with a function of the formEh exp(2 dE), whereE is en-
ergy, which is a mathematically convenient two-parameter
representation of the distribution of the internal energy that is
available for fragmentation. The initial form of this broaden-
ing function was obtained by fitting the Haarhoff28 approxi-
mate expression for the density of states, which was calcu-
lated numerically in the range of interest by using known
frequencies for CF2O.

12,29During the fits to the experimental

data, the kernel position and shape were allowed to change,
while the internal energy function was kept fixed in its initial
form, as determined by the Haarhoff expression. In a sepa-
rate set of fits, the shape of the internal energy function was
also allowed to change. The initial and the fitted forms of the
internal energy function differed only slightly, and produced
very similar threshold fits. The AP298 threshold values ob-
tained by the two approaches differed only by;2 meV.
Thus the fit of the experimental data does not yield only the
inherent appearance potential of FCO1, but it can also pro-
duce an ‘‘experimentally optimized’’ internal energy distri-
bution function. The plausibility of the internal energy func-
tions can be checked by calculating the implied average
internal energy. Thus the ‘‘experimentally’’ derived internal
energy function implies 2.11kT of available internal energy.
For comparison, the normalized Haarhoff function, when nu-
merically integrated, produces 2.15kT, while standard
methods12,30 yield 1.99kT ~all at 298 K!.

The threshold value derived from the best fit is
AP298~FCO

1/CF2O!<14.70160.005 eV. Buckleyet al.19 ob-
tain a higher number~14.73660.012 eV! for this threshold.
However, their value is based on a linear extrapolation of
what was rather arbitrarily selected to represent a short qua-
silinear section near the threshold. In addition, their FCO1

fragment spectrum suffers from a sharply sloping spurious
background, which further confuses their interpretation of
the threshold.

Looking back at Fig. 1, one can see that the next frag-

FIG. 3. ~a! The threshold region of the FCO1 curve from CF2O. The shape of the fragmentation onset is influenced by vibrational autoionization structure,
spaced;500650 cm21. The structure manifests a steplike shape on the ascending portion of the curve and becomes peaklike at higher energy.~b! The
corresponding region of the CF2O

1 curve from CF2O shows the same autoionization structure. The vibrational progression seems to shift its intensity from
the parent ionization channel to the fragmentation channel.~c! A fit to the lowest-energy steplike feature of the threshold region of the FCO1 curve from
CF2O. The fit yields AP298~FCO

1/CF2O!<14.70160.005 eV.
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ment ~in energy! is CF2
1 , corresponding to the process

CF2O→CF2
11O. ~6!

Compared to formation of FCO1, the process is very weak
and manifests itself as a long and very rounded tail, with no
clear onset. It is a classical example of an ill-behaved thresh-
old, suggestive of a process that suffers a significant retarda-
tion due to a kinetic shift. That is not very surprising, since
~in QET terms! this channel has to compete with the well-
developed phase space of the FCO1 fragmentation process,
which is the first fragmentation process and has about 4 eV
of advantage. This retards the onset so much that it becomes
impossible to distinguish between the post-threshold growth
of the fragment ion yield and the pre-threshold exponential
thermal tail. In fact, as can be seen in Fig. 4, the whole CF2

1

fragment ion yield curve can be fitted with a simple expo-
nential function of the formA exp(b E). Of course, such an
exponential fit has no direct physical meaning. Rather, it
clearly demonstrates that this fragment does not produce a
thermodynamically relevant threshold.

C. CO1 fragment

In contrast to the behavior of the CF2
1 fragment, the

CO1 fragment, which appears at a higher energy, displays a
conspicuous and relatively well defined threshold. At first
sight, this seems extremely peculiar, since one would expect
that the process

CF2O→CO11F2 ~7!

has to compete not only with the formation of FCO1 but also
with CF2

1 , and thus it should have even more difficulty than
CF2

1 to gain significant cross section. In fact, as we shall see
more clearly later, the process responsible for the prominent
growth in the CO1 fragment channel can be associated with
the higher energy fragmentation

CF2O→CO112F ~8!

which could be viewed as a consecutive process

CF2O→FCO11F, ~9a!

FCO1→CO11F. ~9b!

This two-step process does not have to compete for phase
space with either FCO1 or CF2

1 . Rather, FCO1, which is the
dominant fragment beyond;740 Å, acts as a pseudoparent
in the second step. Thus compared to the F2 elimination~and
also to the CF2

1 fragmentation!, the CO112F channel can be
expected to have a much more abrupt and better defined
threshold. Another very significant consequence is that the
onset of the two-step fragmentation may then be expected to
occur reasonably close to the thermochemical threshold.

At this point it is rather instructive to compare the simi-
larities and differences between the fragmentation of CF2O
and the analogous CH2O. In CF2O, the CF2

11O asymptote
lies about 0.72 eV lower than the CO11F2 asymptote

12 and
about 4 eV higher than FCO11F. As we have seen in Fig. 4,
the 4 eV advantage in phase space of FCO1 causes a very
shallow, exponentially tailing threshold for the CF2

11O
channel, which stretches out over several eV and displays no
clear onset. The CO11F2 channel, nominally another 0.7
eV higher in energy, will then be suppressed not only by the
FCO1 channel, but also by the fledgling CF2

11O channel,
which probably siphons away all the new phase space that
becomes available. In the CH2O case, the CH2

11O asymp-
tote lies 4.2 eVhigher than the CO11H2 asymptote. Thus
the CO11H2 asymptote corresponds to the second rather
than to the third fragmentation process and is located only
about 1.99 eV above the HCO11H channel. At that point
parent ionization is still the dominant process21 and is
roughly two to three times stronger than the HCO1 fragment.
These features translate into significantly less severe phase
space competition than in the CF2O case. In fact, photoion-
ization spectra21 show a somewhat rounded threshold for
CO11H2, apparently retarded by about 0.2 eV~and compli-
cated by the presence of autoionization structure!, but show-
ing a relatively reasonable growth past the onset. The two-
step CO112H channel occurs another 4.4 eV higher in

FIG. 4. The CF2
1 fragment yield curve from CF2O. The whole curve can be fitted by a simple exponential function, demonstrating that it is impossible to

distinguish clearly between the exponential thermal ‘‘tail’’ and the onset of this process. The process is heavily retarded by competition from phase space with
the FCO1 fragmentation, which has;4 eV advantage.
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energy. However, at that energy the underlying CO11H2
channel is already fully developed and amounts to almost
10% of the total ion yield. Thus it becomes rather difficult to
observe the CO112H onset clearly. Nevertheless, a close
scrutiny of the fragment ion yield curve of CO1 from CH2O
does show a moderate increase~of about 10%! at the posi-
tion appropriate for the CO112H process.21 The relative im-
portance~and thus intensity! of the two processes producing
CO1 depends on a fine interplay of several energy gaps. In
the case of CF2O , the playing field happens to be tilted
slightly in favor of the CO112F process. Compared to
CH2O, the much larger energy gap between CO11F2 and
FCO11F and the intervening CF2

11O asymptote signifi-
cantly diminish the intensity and retard the appearance of the
CO1 fragment originating from the lower-energy F2 elimina-
tion process. Coupled to this retardation, the smaller gap
between the CO11F2 and CO

112F asymptotes, correspond-
ing toD0(F2) 5 1.602 eV,31enhances the relative intensity of
the 2F elimination.

Figure 5 shows the fragment photoion yield curve of
13CO1 from 13CF2O in greater detail. The photoion yield
curve is characterized by two distinct regions that merge
rather smoothly. The higher energy region~,590 Å! dis-
plays a pronounced growth, while the lower energy region
consists of a very long exponential tail, which drags out for
about 1.5 eV. The shape of the tail is very reminiscent of the
CF2

1 fragment curve. It has no obvious onset, and it must
correspond to the CO11F2 channel.

Figure 6 shows two different fits to the high energy re-
gion. The fit in Fig. 6~a! uses a linear kernel convoluted with
the internal energy distribution function that was obtained by
fitting the FCO1 fragment. While the fit follows reasonably
well the upper portion of the fragment yield curve, it is un-
able to reproduce the curvature in the tail region. Thus the
resulting 298 K appearance potential of 21.0160.05 eV,
which is very similar to the value one would obtain by tra-
ditional graphical extrapolation, is only a coarse upper limit

to the true value. Substituting the ‘‘experimental’’ internal
energy distribution function with the one obtained by direct
fitting of the Haarhoff expression does not change signifi-
cantly either the quality of the fit or the threshold value, nor
does inserting the curved kernel~as was done for the FCO1

threshold! instead of the linear one.
The tail region missed by this simple fit has at least two

possible contributions. One arises from the underlying F2
elimination process. Although it is not clear how to exactly
apportion intensity to this process, a simple extrapolation of
the long exponential tail observed at lower energy suggests
that this is a relatively minor contribution. The bulk of the
roundness in the tail missed by the fit in Fig. 6~a! can be
attributed to ‘‘fluctuations.’’ This phenomenon is well
known in unimolecular rate modeling of consecutive
reactions,32 and arises from the fact that in a two-step frag-
mentation process energy can be partitioned in a number of
ways between the two first-generation fragments. In mass
spectrometry, ‘‘fluctuations’’ lead to rounded thresholds that
are extremely difficult, if not impossible, to treat correctly by
graphical methods, and have been hereto believed to be es-
sentially useless for thermodynamic purposes.32~c! However,
we have developed a method of properly treating this kind of
threshold with our fitting approach. As we show in the Ap-
pendix, ‘‘fluctuations’’ yield an inherently rounded kernel.
Convolution with the internal energy function leads to an
analytical expression, which can be readily used for least
squares fitting of the experimental data. One of the fitting
parameters,b, relates to the ‘‘roundness’’ of the threshold,
which is in turn associated with the energy gap between the
thresholds for the first and second step of the fragmentation.

The result of a fit which includes ‘‘fluctuation’’ is shown
in Fig. 6~b!. The internal energy distribution function used
here was the one obtained by fitting the FCO1 fragment,
while the underlying exponential ‘‘background’’ associated
with the F2 elimination has been separately determined by
fitting the tail region between 650 and 610 Å, and then fixed.

FIG. 5. The13CO1 fragment yield curve from13CF2O. The curve is characterized by two distinct regions, which merge smoothly. The lower energy region
displays a very long exponential tail that can be attributed to the CO11F2 fragmentation channel. This channel has to compete for phase space with the
FCO11F and CF2

11O channels and is heavily retarded. The higher energy region displays a pronounced growth that can be attributed to the two-step process
CF2O→FCO11F→CO11F1F. This channel does not have to compete for phase space with lower-energy processes. Rather, the FCO1 fragment, which is
dominant in this region, acts as a pseudoparent.
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The resulting 298 K appearance potential is 20.83 eV. As
one can immediately see, the fit is substantially better than
that in Fig. 6~a!. The bulk of the roundness in the tail is
correctly reproduced, with only a very small portion of the
tail unaccounted for. In an attempt to improve the fit even
further, we have tried to vary the components which were
held fixed during the fit shown in Fig. 6~b!. However, most
changes had only a very small impact on the quality of the fit
and the resulting appearance potential. One way to obtain a
significantly better fit of the experimental data was to ‘‘in-
flate’’ the exponential ‘‘background’’ describing the F2
elimination beyond the point that seems clearly justifiable
from the extrapolation of the long wavelength region. While
it is quite possible that a simple extrapolation underestimates
the relative cross section for this underlying process, the
other possibility is that such an ‘‘inflated’’ exponential

‘‘background’’ has become a mathematical artifact that is
trying to absorb the inaccuracies of the fit. Taking into ac-
count all these possibilities, we select the 298 K appearance
potential for the two-step fragmentation of CF2O to CO1 to
be 20.8210.03/20.07 eV, where the asymmetric error bar re-
flects the fact that the fit in Fig. 6~b! slightly underestimates
the roundness in the tail. Although technically this is still an
upper limit, we believe that this value is relatively close to
the true thermochemical threshold for this process, especially
in view of the asymmetric error bar quoted.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Consequences for DHf
°(CF2O)

After correction for the available internal energy of
CF2O

1,12 ~0.0512 eV at 298 K!, the strict upper limit
to the appearance potential for the CO112F
channel, AP298~CO

112F/CF2O!,21.0160.05 eV
becomes AP0~CO

112F/CF2O!,21.0660.05 eV, and
leads to DHf

°
0~CF2O!.2154.261.2 kcal/mol or

DHf
°
298~CF2O!.2153.561.2 kcal/mol. Although this

seems tantalizingly close to the tabulated values, it provides
only a coarse lower limit to the heat of formation, and the
true value is higher. The more precise appearance potential
for CO1 obtained from the fit that includes the effect
of ‘‘fluctuations’’, AP298~CO

112F/CF2O!<20.8210.03/20.07
eV ~<20.8710.03/20.07 eV at 0 K!, implies
DHf

°
298~CF2O!>2149.111.4/20.7 kcal/mol or

DHf
°
0~CF2O!>2148.411.4/20.7 kcal/mol. This result very

strongly suggests that the tabulated 298 K values1,12 of
2152.760.4 kcal/mol or2153.061.2 kcal/mol are too low,
because they fall below our lower limit. On the other hand,
the theoretical value recommended by Montgomeryet al.2

and by Schneider and Wallington,5 DHf
°
298~CF2O!5

2145.361.7 kcal/mol, seems slightly too high. It would im-
ply 20.6660.07 eV for the CO112F threshold at 298 K,
which is rather far in the tail region of the spectrum and does
not seem very likely.

Since appearance potential measurements technically
yield only upper limits, the direction of the uncertainty is
such that our findings cannot absolutely rule out the calcu-
lated value forDHf

°
298~CF2O!. However, if our interpreta-

tion of the origin of the CO1 fragment ion yield curve is
correct, then our upper limit for this appearance potential
should be reasonably close to the true value, and
2149.111.4/20.7 kcal/mol is likely to be the correct value for
DHf

°
0~CF2O!.
Curiously, the value forDHf

°
298~CF2O! proposed here is

almost exactly midway between the tabulated1,12 and the
calculated2,5 values~see Table II!. Thus, of the original dis-
crepancy of 6–8 kcal/mol between the tabulated and calcu-
lated values forDHf

°~CF2O!, about half can be blamed on the
tabulated values, which are too low by 3–4 kcal/mol, and
half on the calculated values, which appear to be too high by
a similar amount.

FIG. 6. Two different fits to the high-energy region of the CO1 fragment.
~a! A fit with a linear kernel convoluted by the internal energy distribution
function derived by fitting the FCO1 threshold. This fit underestimates the
‘‘tail’’ contributions, because it cannot accommodate the ‘‘fluctuations’’
present in a two-step process. The resulting appearance potential,
AP298~CO

112F/CF2O!,21.0160.05 eV, is similar to that which would be
obtained by traditional graphical extrapolation methods. The quality of the
fit, however, clearly shows that this is just a coarse upper limit.~b! A fit with
a curved kernel~see the text! which properly accounts for the effect of the
‘‘fluctuations.’’ The resulting appearance potential is significantly lower,
AP298~CO

112F/CF2O!<20.8210.03/20.06 eV, and likely to be close to the
true value.
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B. Other consequences

In Sec. III A we have obtained
IP~CF2O!513.02460.004 eV. With our suggested value for
DHf

°~CF2O!, this leads toDHf
°
0~CF2O

1!5151.911.4/20.7
kcal/mol ~or 151.211.4/20.7 kcal/mol at 289 K!.

In Sec. III B we have determined AP298
~FCO1/CF2O!<14.70160.005 eV, which becomes 14.752
60.005 eV at 0 K and leads to DHf

°
0~FCO

1!
<173.311.4/20.7 kcal/mol ~173.5

11.4/20.7 kcal/mol at 298 K!.
If IP~FCO! were accurately known, one could easily de-

rive DHf
°~FCO! andD0~F–CFO!. Unfortunately, that IP is

presently not known very well. Dykeet al.33 have examined
FCO by photoelectron spectroscopy and concluded that it is
extremely difficult to determine the adiabatic IP directly, be-
cause the ionization involves a bent-to-linear transition that
produces an extremely broad Frank–Condon envelope. This
situation is quite parallel to that found for the analogous
HCO and HCS radicals.22,34 After performing a Franck–
Condon analysis, Dykeet al.33 bravely concluded that the
adiabatic IP was 8.7660.32 eV, which is 21 vibrational
quanta lower than the lowest experimentally observed fea-
ture ~10.4760.01 eV!. Their error bar reflects an uncertainty

TABLE II. Ionization potentials, appearance potentials, and heats of formation relevant to present work. The
currently recommended values are underlined.

Quantity This work Literature values

IP~CF2O! 13.02460.004 eV 13.0260.01 eVa

13.04 eVb

13.03760.020 eVc

AP0~FCO
1/CF2O! <14.75260.005 eV 14.78760.012 eVc

AP0~CO
112F/CF2O! <20.8710.03/20.07 eV 21.0460.05 eVd

,21.0660.05 eV 21.0360.02 eVe

20.7260.04 eVf

20.7060.07 eVg

IP~FCO! 9.2560.1 eVh 9.3060.10 eVc

8.7660.32 eVi

DHf
°
298~CF2O! >2149.111.4/20.7 kcal/mol 2153.061.2 kcal/molj

.2153.561.1 kcal/mol 2152.760.4 kcal/molk

2145.661.0 kcal/moll

2145.361.7 kcal/molm

DHf
°
298~CF2O

1! 151.211.4/20.7 kcal/mol 147 kcal/moln

DHf
°
298~FCO

1! 173.511.4/20.7 kcal/mol 160 kcal/moln

178.162.3 kcal/molc

DHf
°
298~FCO! ••• 243610 kcal/molj

241615 kcal/molk

243.762.3 kcal/molo

236.462.7 kcal/molc

DHf
°
298~CF3O! ••• 2151.811.7/21.1 kcal/molp

2149.262.0 kcal/molq

aReference 23.
bReference 24.
cReference 19.
dIndirectly, by usingDHf

°~CF2O! from Ref. 12 and other standard thermochemical values from Refs. 1, 12, and
25.
eIndirectly, by usingDHf

°~CF2O! from Ref. 1 and other standard thermochemical values from Refs. 1, 12, and
25.
fIndirectly, by usingDHf

°~CF2O! from Ref. 2 and other standard thermochemical values from Refs. 1, 12, and
25.
gIndirectly, by usingDHf

°~CF2O! from Ref. 5 and other standard thermochemical values from Refs. 1, 12, and
25.
hIndirectly, by using our AP~FCO1/CF2O!, and data from Refs. 35 and 36.
iReference 33.
jReference 12.
kReference 1.
lReference 2.
mReference 5.
nReference 25.
oIndirectly, by using data from Refs. 35 and 36.
pIndirectly, by using data from Ref. 7 and the currently recommended value forDHf~CF2O!.
qReference 8.
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of 64 quanta. Buckleyet al.19 have recently examined FCO
by photoionization and have been able to establish directly
only an upper limit of about 9.7 eV. Fromab initio calcula-
tions these authors obtain 9.23 eV, and after attempting to
recalibrate the theoretical result by comparisons with known
IPs of HCO and CF, they eventually select 9.3060.10 eV. If
the latter is correct, it would mean that the Franck–Condon
analysis of Dykeet al.33 is in error by about 7 vibrational
quanta, which is perhaps not entirely surprising, given the
amount of extrapolation that was necessary in their case.
Using our AP0~FCO

1/CF2O! and IP~FCO!59.360.1 eV
from Buckley et al.19 gives D0~F–CFO!5125.762.3 kcal/
mol ~127.162.3 kcal/mol at 298 K!, while
IP~FCO!58.7660.32 eV from Dyke et al.19 yields
D0~F–CFO!5138.267.4 kcal/mol ~139.667.4 kcal/mol at
289 K!. The former value for the C–F bond energy in CF2O
seems to be more in line with conventional chemical
wisdom. For example, the JANAF value1 for
DHf

°
298~FCO!5241615 kcal/mol is essentially derived by

taking D298~F–CFO!'128615 kcal/mol, which comes
from partitioning the two successive C–F bond energies
in CF2O in a 4:1 ratio. Gurvich et al.12 select
DHf

°
0~FCO!5243610 kcal/mol, relying primarily on the

work by MacNeil and Thynne,35 who determined the onset
of the dissociative electron attachment process

CF2O1e2→FCO1F2 ~10!

to be 2.160.1 eV at 0 K. When combined with the
well-known36 electron affinity EA~F!53.401 19060.000 004
eV, this yields D0~F–CFO!5126.962.3 kcal/mol ~128.2
62.3 kcal/mol at 298 K!. Combining this value ofD0 with
our AP0~FCO

1/CF2O!514.75260.005 eV yields
IP~FCO!59.2560.1 eV, close to the value calculated by
Buckley et al.,19 although perhaps one vibrational quantum
lower. This IP obviously need further experimental verifica-
tion.

Finally, use of the suggested value forDHf
°~CF2O!,

along with DHr
°
298~3!521.760.9 kcal/mol inferred from

Batt and Walsh,7 leads toDHf
°
298~CF3O!52151.811.7/21.1

kcal/mol, almost 5 kcal/mol higher than their original
value7,37 of 2156.7 kcal/mol, but still 2.6 kcal/mol lower
than 2149.262.0 kcal/mol, which was recommended8 on
the basis of theoretical results. It is interesting to note that
the theoretically determined values5,8 for DHf

°
298

~CF2O!52145.361.7 kcal/mol and DHf
°
298~CF3O!

52149.262.0 kcal/mol produce DHf
°
298~3!522.962.6

kcal/mol, in very good agreement with the experimentally
deduced7 21.760.9 kcal/mol. Thus experiment and theory
seem to agree rather well on the relative relationship of
DHf

°~CF2O! and DHf
°~CF3O!; it is the absolute scale that

differs by several kcal/mol. Schneider and Wallington5,8 sug-
gested that the culprit are the older experimental values of
DHf

°~CF2O!, which are too low by;7 kcal/mol. Our find-
ings indicate that the tabulated heat of formation of CF2O is
indeed too low, but probably only by about 3–4 kcal/mol,
while the balance of the discrepancy in all likelihood origi-
nates in the calculation.

V. CONCLUSION

The present photoionization measurements produce a
lower limit to the heat of formation of carbonyl fluoride,
DHf

°
298~CF2O!>2149.111.4/20.7 kcal/mol, which is midway

between the older experimental values1,12 of
DHf

°
298~CF2O!52152.760.4 or2153.061.2 kcal/mol, and

the recently proposed theoretical value2,5 of DHf
°
298

~CF2O!52145.361.7 kcal/mol. Based on our interpretation
and fitting of the CO1 fragment ion yield curve from CF2O,
we conclude that the tabulated values1,12 are indeed too low
by about 3–4 kcal/mol. Although the nature of our measure-
ments is such that the recently proposed calculated value2,5

cannot be ruled out with absolute certainty, it does appear
that these are too high by 3–4 kcal/mol. Obviously, addi-
tional experimental determinations and calculations of this
quantity are needed in order to tighten the error bar and
perhaps fine tune the value. It would be, for example, very
interesting to repeat the original gas phase equilibrium
and/or calorimetric measurements which led to the
tabulated1,12 low value for the heat of formation of CF2O,
and see if they can be brought into conformity with our
suggested value forDHf

°~CF2O!. On the theoretical front, it
appears rather pressing to probe how much truth there is in
the suggestion thatab initio calculations can run into prob-
lems when trying to reproduce the heats of formation of
heavily fluorinated compounds. Conducting a thorough and
conclusive investigation of this kind is a nontrivial task,
since, as it now begins to appear, the number of well estab-
lished experimental heats of formation for this class of com-
pounds may be quite limited.

Note added in proof. Reference 16 has now taken the
shape of a formal publication@L. A. Curtiss, K. Raghava-
chari, C. P. Redfern, and J. A. Pople, J. Chem. Phys.~in
press!#. Using the genuine G2 procedure, Curtisset al.obtain
nHf

°
298~CF2O!52148.6 kcal/mol, in excellent agreement

with our current result, but;3 kcal/mol lower than previous
ab initio values, which utilized isogyric and/or isodesmic
schemes.2,5 Curtisset al.also find that, in general, the largest
deviations between experiment and G2 theory tend to occur
for compounds with multiple fluorine atoms.
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APPENDIX

Traditionally, the appearance potentials for fragmenta-
tion processes have been extracted from the ion yield curves
by performing a linear extrapolation. Essentially, one tries to
locate a linear or quasilinear region of ascent in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the threshold, and extrapolate it to the back-
ground level. The intersection of the extrapolated line with
the background level then becomes the fragment appearance
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potential at the temperature of the experiment, and it gets
subsequently corrected to 0 K by taking into account the
initial internal energy of the parent that is available for frag-
mentation. If the fragment yield curve displays a conspicu-
ous linear section near the threshold, it is very easy to dis-
tinguish between the fragmentation onset and the
exponentially shaped tail region that occurs below the
threshold and arises from thermally excited molecules. Thus,
in straightforward cases, the traditional method gives satis-
factory and reliable results. However, very often the linear
section is relatively brief~or even nonexistent!, and the se-
lection of a threshold relies to a high degree on subjective
judgment, which can be influenced by a number of factors,
such as experience, instrumental sensitivity, the aspect ratio
of the spectrum, the magnification of the threshold region,
etc. In these cases it matters very little whether the extrapo-
lation is performed graphically or by a least-squares fit of a
straight line. Furthermore, the extrapolation method inher-
ently rejects the information that is contained in the tail re-
gion.

Recently,27 we have begun using a fitting procedure that
has a substantially higher degree of objectivity. Basically,
this approach produces appearance potentials by a least-
squares fit of the threshold region with a model function. As
outlined below, the model function is obtained by convolut-
ing a kernel function~the idealized 0 K fragment yield! with
the internal energy distribution function. Previously,27 we
have shown the analytical forms of selected model functions,
such as those applicable to systems that are adequately de-
scribed by 4-rotor internal energy distribution function. Here,
we try to explicitly give the analytical form of model func-
tions that use a more general internal energy distribution
function.

1. The approximate form of the internal energy
distribution function

Generally, if the density of statesr~E! is known, then
the internal energy distribution functionP(E) is given as

P~E!5NPr~E!exp~2E/kT!,

whereE is the ~internal! energy,NP is the normalization
constant,k is the Boltzmann constant, andT is the tempera-
ture. An approximate expression forr~E! that is reasonably
flexible and still convenient for subsequently convolution
can be presented in generic form as

r~E!}Eh exp~2dE!.

This leads to

P~E!5NPE
h exp~2aE!,

where

a5d11/kT,

NP5ah11/G~h11!

andG~r ! is the gamma function ofr ,

G~r !5E
0

`

e2tt r21 dt.

The average internal energy associated withP(E) is then

^E&5a~h11!kT,

where

a51/~akT!.

FIG. 7. Examples of three different kinds of kernels,Y(hn), and their
convolutions,I (hn). The kernel~thin line! is the idealized shape of the
fragmentation ion yield curve at 0 K. The convoluted form~thick line! takes
into account the effect of the internal thermal energy of the parent,^E&,
which is available for fragmentation. For the purpose of illustration,
^E&52 kT. The kernelY(hn) intersects the baseline at the thermodynamical
thresholdET . I (hn) is shifted toward lower energy bŷE&, and has a
rounded, slowly decaying tail region.~a! Linear kernel,Y1(hn) and its
convoluted formI 1(hn). ~b! Exponentially curving kernelYe(hn) and its
convoluted formI e(hn). This kernel accommodates rather easily the fre-
quently observed tendency of the fragment yield curve to level off at higher
energy, while maintaining an essentially linear behavior near the threshold.
~c! Rounded kernelYf(hn) and its convoluted formI f(hn). This kernel
incorporates ‘‘fluctuations,’’ which are present in the threshold region of
second-generation fragments. For the purpose of illustration, the parameter
b, which defines the extent of ‘‘roundness’’ of the kernel, has been chosen
such that 1/b 5 6kT. The most prominent feature of this kernel is its qua-
dratic behavior near threshold. The convolution adds even more curvature in
the threshold region.
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Note that fora51 ~i.e.,d50!, andh50, 1
2, 1,

3
2, . . . ,P(E)

becomes a correct representation of the internal energy dis-
tribution of aq-dimensional rotor, whereh 5 q/2 2 1. The
best initial values for the continuously adjustable parameters
h anda ~or a! in P(E) can be found by fitting an indepen-
dently calculated internal energy distribution function based
on a density of state function that is believed to represent
reasonably well the molecule under scrutiny. Although there
are various ways of deriving or calculating the density of
states, we have found very useful the expression forr~E!
given by Haarhoff.28

2. The approximate form of the kernel function

The kernel functionY(hn) is the inherent shape of the
fragmentation threshold at 0 K as afunction of photon en-
ergy hn. This function is nonzero only above the threshold,
i.e.,

Y~hn!50, hn,ET ,

Y~hn!>0, hn>ET ,

whereET is the 0 K fragmentation threshold. The core shape
of the kernel function relates to the integral over the energy
deposition function, which in turn depends on the internal
states of the parent ion in the region of interest. This shape is
further modified by the energy-dependent relationship of the
fragmentation rate to the rates of other possible processes.
Therefore, kernel functions can display very complicated be-
haviors, and there is no fundamental reason to expect a linear
behavior of the fragmentation threshold, in spite of occa-
sional claims to the contrary. However, it has been found in
practice that the fragment yield curve often displays a linear
or quasilinear behavior in the vicinity of the threshold re-
gion, which is really equivalent to saying that in those cases
the energy deposition function is not changing too rapidly in
the local region of interest.

So far, we have found empirically27 two forms of the
kernel function that have proven useful in threshold fitting

Y1~hn!5A1~hn2ET!

and

Ye~hn!5Ae$12 exp@2B~hn2ET!#%,

whereA andB are adjustable parameters@see also Figs. 7~a!
and 7~b!#. Of course,Ye(hn) is more flexible because of the
additional ‘‘curvature’’ parameterB. Past experience sug-
gests27 that this form of the kernel can accommodate rather
easily the frequently observed tendency of the fragment yield
curve to level off at higher energy, while maintaining an
essentially linear behavior in the immediate vicinity of the
threshold. The latter point can be easily demonstrated by
series expansion of the exponential function, which yields

Ye~hn!'Ae$@B~hn2ET!#2@B~hn2ET!#2/2!1@B~hn

2ET!#3/3!2 . . . %.

Clearly, the leading term, which is linear, will tend to domi-
nate whenhn is sufficiently close toET and/or whenB is
small.

3. Convolution of the kernel function with the internal
energy function

If Y(hn) is the kernel function, andP(E) is the internal
energy distribution function, then the experimental fragment
ion yield curve recorded at a temperatureT can be modeled
by I (hn), which can be obtained from the following convo-
lution integral:

I ~hn!5E
e0

`

Y~e!P~e2hn!de,

wheree0 5 ET if hn , ET ande0 5 hn if hn . ET . The
solutions to this integral are given below.

~1.1!Linear kernelY1(hn) 5 A1(hn 2 ET), pre-threshold
region hn ,ET

I 1~hn!5N1$@a~ET2hn!#h11 exp@2a~ET2hn!#

1@a~hn2ET!1h11#G@h11,a~ET

2hn!#%/G~h11!,

whereN1 5 A1 /a, and G(r ,s) is the incomplete gamma
function of r ,

G~r ,s!5E
s

`

e2tt r21 dt.

~1.2! Linear kernelY1(hn) 5 A1(hn 2 ET), post-
threshold regionhn . ET

I 1~hn!5N1@a~hn2ET!1h11#,

whereN1 5 A1 /a, as in~1.1!.
~2.1! Exponential kernelYe(hn) 5 Ae$1 2 exp@ 2 B(hn

2ET)#%, pre-threshold regionhn , ET

I e~hn!5Ne$G@h11,a~ET2hn!#2exp@2ba~hn

2ET!#G@h11,a~11b!~ET2hn!#/~1

1b!h11%,

whereNe5Ae /G(h 1 1), andb5B/a.
~2.2! Exponential kernelYe(hn) 5 Ae$1 2 exp@ 2 B(hn

2ET)#%, post-threshold regionhn . ET

I e~hn!5Ne$G~h11!2exp@2ba~hn2ET!#G~h

11!/~11b!h11%,

whereNe5 Ae /G(h 1 1), andb5 B/a, as in~2.1!.
Both kernels and their convolutions withP(E) are de-

picted graphically in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!. As one can readily
see, the main effect of the convolution is a shift toward lower
energies bŷ E& and the appearance of a rounded, slowly
decaying tail region.
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4. Treatment of fluctuations in consecutive
fragmentation processes

When a two-step fragmentation is considered, then the
‘‘fluctuation’’ ~i.e., partition! of energy among the fragments
of the first step has to be taken into account.32 The probabil-
ity F(hn) that the ionic fragment of the first generation will
have internal energyE > ET2 can be given

32~b! as

F~hn!5
*ET2
hn2ET1ra~e!rb~hn2ET12e!de

*0
hn2ET1ra~e!rb~hn2ET12e!de

,

whereET1 andET2 are the threshold energies for the first
and the second step, respectively, whilera(e) andrb(e) are
the densities of states of the two first-generation fragments.
The underlying assumption is that the fragmentation rate at
energies even only slightly above threshold is sufficiently
high when compared to the ion flight time in the mass spec-
trometer. Although it is clear that contorted transition states
will result in a more complicated behavior, the original as-
sumption seems to be valid in most cases.32 Furthermore, if
the neutral counter-fragment in the first step is an atom, then
F~hn! simplifies into

F~hn!5
*ET2
hn2ET1ra~e!de

*0
hn2ET1ra~e!de

,

wherera(e) is the density of states of the polyatomic first-
generation fragment ion.

The probabilityF(hn) is 0 athn < ET2 and eventually
becomes 1 ashn→`. The rate at whichF(hn) grows and
approaches the full value of 1 depends on the energy gap
betweenET2 andET1 , i.e., on the dissociation energyD0 of
the first-generation ion. The smaller the value ofD0 , the
sharper the transition ofF(hn) from 0 to 1. Ultimately, as
ET 2 ET1→0, the two-step process approaches a single-step
event, andF(hn) becomes a step function, switching
abruptly the probability from 0 to 1 at threshold. However,
large gaps betweenET1 andET2 will causeF(hn) to grow
very slowly and over extended ranges of energy. Assuming
that the energy deposition function is not changing substan-
tially in the region of interest, the integral ofF(hn) defines
the inherent shape of the kernel function near threshold

Y~hn!5AE
ET2

hn

F~e!de.

Thus whenET2 5 ET1 andF(hn) is a step function, i.e.,
when there are no fluctuations,Y(hn) becomes a linear ker-
nelY1(hn). In all other cases,Y(hn) represents a kernel that
is rounded near threshold~vide infra!, with the amount of
curvature related to the rate at whichF(hn) attains the full
value of 1.

The probability functionF(hn) can be estimated nu-
merically in the region of interest either by exact counting of
states or by using some approximate expression forr~E!, and
subsequently fitted with a convenient analytical function. In
the case of CF2O→FCO11F followed by FCO1→CO11F,
the probabilityF(hn), calculated numerically using Haar-

hoff’s expression for density of states,28 can be very well
represented~with a relative error of about 2% or less! by the
approximate function

F8~hn!512exp@2b~hn2ET2!#.

The parameterb determines the ‘‘spread’’ of the fluc-
tuations and is roughly linearly dependent on the selected
value forD0~F–CO

1!5 ET2 2 ET1 . It also depends on the
particular selection of FCO1 frequencies used as input for
the numerical calculation ofF(hn). However, the exact
value ofb is inconsequential at this point. The approximate
analytical expressionF8(hn) is very convenient, because
the inherent kernel obtained by integratingF8(hn) has the
form

Yf~hn!/Af5~hn2ET2!2~1/b!$12exp@2b~hn2ET2!#%,

where b can now be a fitting parameter and can thus be
determined by the shape of the experimental ion yield curve,
rather than by a model. Formally, the functionYf(hn) is a
superposition of a linear and exponential kernel

Yf~hn!/Af5Y1~hn!/A12~1/b!Ye~hn!/Ae ,

with the provision that the original parameterB in the ex-
pression forYe(hn) is substituted withb. However, it is
important to note that, as opposed to bothY1(hn) and
Ye(hn), which behave linearly near the threshold, the essen-
tial behavior ofYf(hn) in the immediate vicinity of the
threshold is that of a quadratic function, as can be easily
shown by series expansion

Yf~hn!/Af'b~hn2ET2!
2/2!2b2~hn2ET2!

3/3!1••• .

The solutions of the convolution integral ofYf(E) with
the internal energy distribution functionP(E) can be easily
obtained from previous solutions forI 1(hn) and I e(hn).
This leads to the expressions listed below.

~1.1! Pre-threshold regionhn , ET2

I f~hn!/Nf5~1/a!$a~ET22hn!#h11 exp@2a~ET2

2hn!#1@a~hn2ET2!1h11#G@h

11,a~ET22hn!#%2~1/b!$G@h11,a~ET2

2hn!#2exp@2b~hn2ET2!#G@h11,a~1

1b/a!~ET22hn!#/~11b/a!h11%,

where Nf 5Af /G(h 11).
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~1.2! Post-threshold regionhn . ET2

I f~hn!/Af5~1/a!@a~hn2ET2!1h11#2~1/b!$1

2exp@2b~hn2ET2!#/~11b/a!h11%.

Both Yf(E) and I 1(hn) are depicted in Fig. 7~c!. As
with Y1(E) andYe(E), the main effect of the convolution is
to shift the curve toward lower energies by^E&, and to add a
rounded tail region. However, since the kernel is already
curved in the vicinity of the threshold, it is extremely diffi-
cult to obtainET by conventional graphical extrapolation.
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